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Abstract: This paper presents the mathematical modeling and control design procedure of the
compressor motor of an air conditioner using the energy from a photovoltaic system combined with
the power grid in a DC microgrid. A comprehensive model considers the interconnection of the
photovoltaic cells with their associated DC/DC converter, the DC bus, the three-phase squirrel-cage
induction motor with its driver, the bidirectional DC/AC converter, the output filter, and the power
grid. The state-of-the-art showed that a complete mathematical model of the proposed system
is unavailable. Therefore, the mathematical model of the system is compared and validated in
simulation with a block diagram in the Matlab/Simulink environment. In addition, several control
approaches are used in the whole system to track the maximum power point of the photovoltaic cells,
obtain a soft start on the machine, control the velocity using the variable frequency drive, regulate
the DC bus voltage, and manage the power flow between the DC bus and the power grid.

Keywords: power system modeling; renewable energy system modeling; air conditioner; renewable
energy sources

1. Introduction

Renewable energies have become integral to everyday appliances that require the
most energy from the electricity grid, such as air conditioners [1–3]. These devices provide
cooling, dehumidification, purification, and cleaning of the environment in an enclosed
space. Integrating renewable energy into Heating-Ventilation-Air Conditioning (HVAC)
systems provide several benefits. From an environmental point of view, it helps mitigate
climate change caused by the dependence on fossil fuels for energy production. From a
socially conscious point of view, the end user maintains comfort without needing technical
knowledge of renewable energy issues. Finally, from an economic perspective, reducing
the power demand on the power grid lowers operational costs.

In this sense, solar energy is the most appropriate because the highest temperatures
coincide with the maximum intensity of the sun’s rays. Solar energy has been harnessed in
air conditioning applications either by solar collectors as a thermal source [4,5] or by using
photovoltaic (PV) cells to cover part or all of the electrical demands of the system [6,7].
Even existing works showed ideas to combine thermal and PV effects in the same device,
called the solar-thermal-PV collector [8,9]. Refs. [10–15] have performed different techno-
economic analyses between different methods of using solar energy in air conditioning,
which showed that using only PV energy in these systems proves the most viable. Currently,
relatively few works use solar PV energy to power an air conditioner, described below.
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In [16,17], PV cells are connected directly to the compressor motor drive, as in water
pumping applications. However, these systems require more flexibility and control of
variables, such as temperature and humidity, which differs from water pumping. In
addition, the available energy is dependent on incident solar radiation, which is ultimately
economical but impractical. A solution to the dependency on environmental conditions
is combining PV energy with other sources. In this case, a microgrid manages the energy
balance among sources and loads. In [18], the authors propose an AC microgrid consisting
of PV cells, an inverter, a distribution box, and a control stage. As a result, the energy
from the PV cells is transformed from DC to AC to power the air conditioner. However,
these devices rectify the power from AC to DC for use in the compressor motor drive,
transforming the power back to DC. Therefore, a more efficient way to harness the energy
from PV cells is to avoid power rectification using a DC microgrid [19].

In this sense, Refs. [20,21] presents an isolated DC microgrid consisting of the PV cells,
the storage stage with its associated converter, the inverter, and the air conditioner. This
configuration uses PV energy to cover the increased demand for the air conditioner and the
storage stage as an auxiliary power source. The main drawback is that it needs to include
that the storage stage also requires energy from the PV cells to charge the batteries, so more
than the harvested energy may be required to cover both tasks.

Furthermore, Ref. [22] proposes a DC microgrid for powering the air conditioner with
PV energy and the power grid. The microgrid comprises the PV cells, a storage stage, the
DC/DC boost converter, the rectifier, the power grid, and the compressor motor. In this
system, there is only a unidirectional flow of energy, in this case, from the power grid to
the DC bus of the microgrid. Finally, Ref. [23] presents a DC microgrid interconnected to
the grid consisting of PV cells, the power grid, and an air conditioner that combines energy
sources internally. The disadvantage of this system is that it does not consider that the PV
cells are a non-linear energy source and the harvested power depends on environmental
conditions, omitting the tracking of the maximum power point.

Based on the above, this paper proposes the DC microgrid to power an air conditioner
with solar PV energy and the power grid shown in Figure 1. This configuration uses
different power electronic converters: the DC/DC converter harvests maximum energy
from PV cells. There are two DC/AC converters; one of them drives the compressor motor,
while the other converter manages the power flow between the DC bus and the grid. In
addition, other stages could optionally connect to the DC bus of the microgrid. The figure
also shows three operation modes of the DC microgrid:

• Operation mode I. In this operation mode, the compressor motor and other stages
depend on the environmental conditions because PV energy is the only power source;

• Operation mode II. The PV energy satisfies the demand of the air conditioner’s com-
pressor motor; therefore, the grid absorbs the surplus energy;

• Operation mode III. In this case, the PV energy is insufficient to power the loads,
requiring the necessary power from the grid.

The state-of-the-art showed that a complete mathematical model of the proposed
system is not available because these systems use specialized software tools to carry out the
different control tasks. Therefore, the mathematical model stands out because many control
approaches often require it to control the system without specific software. In addition, the
complexity of the system requires the use of different controllers to accomplish tasks such as
tracking the maximum power point of the PV cells, adjusting the velocity of the compressor
motor, and supplying power from the grid to the motor when the PV system power is
not sufficient, or transferring surplus power from the PV system to the grid if necessary.
Therefore, the scientific contributions of this paper are: (i) to obtain and validate the integral
mathematical model of the compressor power supply system of an air conditioner powered
by solar PV combined with the power grid in a DC microgrid, and (ii) to show the design
procedure to adapt the control approaches for the system’s tasks.
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Figure 1. DC microgrid to power the compressor motor of the air conditioner: (a) operation mode I,
(b) operation mode II, (c) operation mode III.

One of the advantages of mathematical modeling is that it allows a better detailing of
the system’s dynamic behavior, including the interaction between the different stages that
comprise it. In addition, the mathematical model of the system enables the use of control
theories that require a more specific system model, avoiding non-mathematical models
of the devices in particular software. Using these control theories will enhance system
performance by improving its dynamic behavior, optimizing the system design, minimizing
the value of the components, requiring fewer sensors, estimating signals, and canceling
disturbances, among others. However, in this work, only the integral mathematical model
of the system is obtained and validated, using sophisticated control approaches for future
work. Furthermore, the control design procedure presents how the control approaches suit
the system. In this case, control approaches are taken from the literature for the different
tasks. Therefore, there is information to adapt the particularities of the control approaches
for the proposed system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second Section shows the integral
mathematical modeling of the proposed system; the third Section presents the control
approaches and the design procedure used for the different system tasks; Section 4 presents
the validation of the obtained mathematical model using the Matlab/Simulink R2020b
environment. Finally, Section 5 presents the general conclusions and future work to be
developed based on this proposal.

2. Modeling of the Air Conditioner Powered by PV Energy and the Power Grid

Figure 2 shows the proposed system consisting of the PV cells, the DC/DC boost
converter, the DC bus with other stages considered as a load, a three-phase voltage source
inverter as the motor drive, the three-phase squirrel cage induction motor, a three-phase
DC/AC converter as the linkage converter, the inductive output filter, and the power grid.
The modeling of this system requires the following considerations and restrictions:

• The DC/DC boost converter operates in the continuous conduction mode;
• The switches open/close immediately after their control signal is activated and no

conduction losses in the semiconductors are considered;
• The three-phase squirrel cage induction motor operates in the linear magnetic flux

region, the stator windings are in a wye connection, and it is a balanced system;
• The power grid is a balanced three-phase system.
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Figure 2. Proposed system to power the compressor motor of the air conditioner using the PV cells
and the power grid.

First, the connection of the PV cells, the DC/DC boost converter, and the DC bus is
analyzed, where d ∈ [0, 1] is the duty cycle of the converter; vpv is the voltage of the PV
cells and the capacitor Ci; ipv is the current of the PV cells; iL is the current of the inductor L
and its parasitic resistance rL of the converter; vdc is the voltage of the capacitor Cdc and the
DC bus; Rdc represents other stages interconnecting in the DC bus. Applying Kirchhoff’s
laws of voltage and current results in (1)–(3), where the values of Ci, L, y, Cdc are design
parameters; the current ipv and the control signal d are input variables; Rdc depends on the
other stages interconnected to the DC bus, but the value is considered known; and iim and
ig currents are directed to the induction motor drive and the linkage converter, respectively.
These variables are currently unknown, so they will be determined below by analyzing
their interaction with the system.

dvpv

dt
=

1
Ci

(
ipv − iL

)
(1)

diL
dt

=
1
L
(
vpv − rLiL − (1− d)vdc

)
(2)

dvdc
dt

=
1

Cdc

(
(1− d)iL −

1
Rdc

vdc − iim − ig

)
(3)

The motor drive is a three-phase voltage source inverter comprised of three branches
and six switches, {Q 1, Q3, Q5} at the top and {Q 2, Q4, Q6} at the bottom. The switch-
ing functions {S 1, · · · , S6} ∈ {0, 1} control the switching on and off. The voltages
{vas, vbs, vcs} of each branch of the motor drive connect directly to the stator winding
of the induction motor. In addition, the current iim from (1) is expressed in terms of the
currents of the switches Q1, Q3, and Q5 as in (4).

iim = iQ1 + iQ3 + iQ5 (4)

Furthermore, the expressions of the stator phase-to-phase voltages are:

vabs = v2 − v4 (5)
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vbcs = v4 − v6 (6)

vcas = v6 − v2 (7)

Tables 1–3 show the currents and voltages of the drive branches according to the
switching functions S1 to S6 [24]. As a result, (8)–(13) show the circuit switches’ behavior
of currents and voltages obtained from the tables.

iQ1 = S1ias (8)

v2 = S1vdc (9)

iQ3 = S3ibs (10)

v4 = S3vdc (11)

iQ5 = S5ics (12)

v6 = S5vdc (13)

Table 1. Switching functions in the first branch of the motor drive.

S1 S2 iQ1
v2

0 1 0 0
1 0 ias vdc

Table 2. Switching functions in the second branch of the motor drive.

S3 S4 iQ3
v4

0 1 0 0
1 0 ibs vdc

Table 3. Switching functions in the second branch of the motor drive.

S5 S6 iQ5
v6

0 1 0 0
1 0 ics vdc

Substituting (8), (10), and (12) in (4) gives the current iim in terms of the switching
functions and the stator currents in (14).

iim = S1ias + S3ibs + S5ics (14)

In addition, (9), (11), and (13) are substituted into (5)–(7) to obtain the stator phase-
to-phase voltages in terms of the switching functions and the DC bus voltage in (15)–(17).

vabs = S1vdc − S3vdc (15)

vbcs = S3vdc − S5vdc (16)
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vcas = S5vdc − S1vdc (17)

The induction motor is internally wye-connected with a neutral n, as shown in
Figure 3. Therefore, the phase-to-ground, phase-to-neutral, and neutral-to-ground volt-
ages have the relationship shown in (18)–(20), where v2−g, v4−g, v6−g are the phase-to-
ground voltages;vas−n, vbs−n, vcs−n are the phase-to-neutral voltages; vn−g is the neutral-
to-ground voltage.

v2−g = vas−n + vn−g (18)

v4−g = vbs−n + vn−g (19)

v6−g = vcs−n + vn−g (20)
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Now, adding the three terms and solving for vn−g, the expression in (21) is obtained,
considering that vas−n + vbs−n + vcs−n = 0 because it is a symmetric machine.

vn−g =
1
3
(
v2−g + v4−g + v6−g

)
(21)

Then, (21) is substituted into (18)–(20) and solved for the stator voltages.

vas =
2
3

v2 −
1
3

v4 −
1
3

v6 (22)

vbs = −
1
3

v2 +
2
3

v4 −
1
3

v6 (23)

vcs = −
1
3

v2 −
1
3

v4 +
2
3

v6 (24)

The stator voltages are expressed in (25) regarding the switching functions and the
DC bus voltage by substituting (9), (11), and (13) into (22)–(24).vas

vbs
vcs

 =
vdc
3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

S1
S3
S5

 (25)
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Figure 4 shows the equivalent diagram of the stator and rotor of the induction motor,
where the rotor rotates at a specific electrical velocity ωr. From this Figure, using Kirchhoff’s
Laws results in the expressions of (26) and (27).
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vabcs = rsiabcs +
d
dt

λabcs (26)

v′abcr = r′ri′abcr +
d
dt

λ′abcr (27)

where vabcs =
(
vas vbs vcs

)T , iabcs =
(
ias ibs ics

)T and λabcs =
(
λas λbs λcs

)T

are the vectors of voltages, currents and flux linkages of the stator winding. v′abcr =(
v′ar v′br v′cr

)T , i′abcr =
(
i′ar i′br i′cr

)T , and λ′abcr =
(
λ′ar λ′br λ′cr

)T are the
vectors of voltages, currents and flux linkages of the rotor winding referred to the stator.
rs and r′r are diagonal resistive matrixes of the stator and rotor reflected in the stator,
respectively. The resistive matrixes have the same resistance value, rs and r′r Because it is
considered a symmetrical machine. Furthermore, the flux linkages are expressed in terms
of the currents in (28). [

λabcs
λ′abcr

]
=

[
Ls L′sr

(L′sr)
T L′r

][
iabcs
i′abcr

]
(28)

where:

Ls =

Lls + Lms − 1
2 Lms − 1

2 Lms
− 1

2 Lms Lls + Lms − 1
2 Lms

− 1
2 Lms − 1

2 Lms Lls + Lms

 is the stator inductance matrix,

L′r =

L′ lr + Lms − 1
2 Lms − 1

2 Lms
− 1

2 Lms L′ lr + Lms − 1
2 Lms

− 1
2 Lms − 1

2 Lms L′ lr + Lms

 is the rotor inductance matrix reflected in the

stator, and L′sr = Lms

 cosθr cos
(
θr +

2
3 π
)

cos
(
θr − 2

3 π
)

cos
(
θr − 2

3 π
)

cosθr cos
(
θr +

2
3 π
)

cos
(
θr +

2
3 π
)

cos
(
θr − 2

3 π
)

cosθr

 is the mutual induc-

tance matrix reflected in the stator, where Lls and Lms are the stator leakage and magnetiza-
tion inductances, and L′ lr the rotor leakage inductance reflected in the stator. The value of
the matrix Lsr varies by the relative motion between the rotor and the stator; therefore, its
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values vary according to the electric angular displacement of the rotor θr, related in (29) to
the electric angular velocity of the rotor ωr [25].

ωr =
dθr

dt
(29)

As a result, (26) and (27) are expressed as:

[
vabcs
v′abcr

]
=

[
rs 03x3

03x3 r′r

][
iabcs
i′abcr

]
+

d
dt

 Ls L
′
sr(

L
′
sr

)T
L
′
r

[ iabcs
i′abcr

]
+

[
Ls L′sr(

L
′
sr

)T
L′r

]
d
dt

([
iabcs
i′abcr

])
(30)

Equations (31) and (32) show the relationships between positions and velocities in
the rotor, where θr and θrm are the electrical and mechanical angular positions of the rotor,
ωr, and ωrm are the electrical and mechanical angular velocities of the rotor, and np is the
number of pole pairs of the machine. The resulting mathematical electrical model of the
induction motor is shown in (33).

θr = npθrm (31)

ωr = npωrm (32)

[
Ls L′sr(

L
′
sr

)T
L′r

]
d
dt

([
iabcs

i
′
abcr

])
=

[
vabcs
v′abcr

]
−
[

rs 03x3
03x3 r′r

][
iabcs
i′abcr

]
− npωrm

 03x3
d

dθr
L′sr

d
dθr

(
L
′
sr

)T
03x3

[ iabcs
i′abcr

]
(33)

In (34)–(36), the mechanical relationships of the machine are shown, where J and B
are the coefficients of inertia and viscous friction, respectively, and τL is the external load
torque applied to the motor shaft.

Te = np(iabcs)
T
(

d
dθr

L
′
sr

)
i′abcr (34)

ωrm =
d
dt

θrm (35)

d
dt

ωrm =
1
J

Te −
B
J

ωrm −
1
J

τL (36)

The electrical model in (33) is in an abc framework. However, the qd0 framework is
generally preferred because it facilitates control tasks. Hence, the transformation matrices
(37) and (38) are used for the stator and rotor, respectively.

Ks =
2
3

cosθ cos
(
θ − 2

3 π
)

cos
(
θ + 2

3 π
)

senθ sen
(
θ − 2

3 π
)

sen
(
θ + 2

3 π
)

1
2

1
2

1
2

 (37)

Kr =
2
3

cosβ cos
(

β− 2
3 π
)

cos
(

β + 2
3 π
)

senβ sen
(

β− 2
3 π
)

sen
(

β + 2
3 π
)

1
2

1
2

1
2

 (38)

with:
β = θ − θr (39)

The reference framework change uses the Park transformation to transform a three-
phase signal abc to a two-phase orthogonal rotating reference frame qd0. In this case, θ and
β are the transformation angles, with the difference that β also considers the rotor motion
θr. The transformation angles have arbitrary values depending on the transformation
purposes and control objectives. For example, the stationary reference framework aligns
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the abc framework’s phase a axis with the phase q axis of the qd0 framework. It is worth
mentioning that it is more convenient to mention reference frame rotation speeds instead of
angles in the reference framework change. In this case, the reference frame rotation speed
is given by (40).

ω =
dθ

dt
(40)

As a result, Equations (41) and (42) transform the abc framework into the qd0
reference frame.

fqd0s = Ksfabcs (41)

f′qd0r = Krf′abcr (42)

where fqd0s =
(
fqs fds f0s

)T and fabcs =
(
fas fbs fcs

)T are the vectors representing

f as any voltage, current, or flux linkage of the stator. f′qd0r =
(
f′qr f′dr f′0r

)T and

f′abcr =
(
f′ar f′br f′cr

)T are the vectors representing f′ as any voltage, current, or flux
linkage of the rotor referenced to the stator. As a result, expression (43) shows the mathe-
matical model of the three-phase induction motor in the qd0 reference frame. KsLs

(
Ks
−1) KsL

′
sr
(
Kr
−1)

Kr

(
L
′
sr

)T(
Ks
−1) KrL

′
r
(
Kr
−1)

 d
dt

([
iqd0s

i
′
qd0r

])
=

[
vqd0s
v′qd0r

]
−
[

rs 03x3

03x3 r
′
r

][
iqd0s

i
′
qd0r

]

+


ω

 0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0

 03x3

03x3 (ω−ωr)

 0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0




 KsLs

(
Ks
−1) KsL

′
sr
(
Kr
−1)

Kr

(
L
′
sr

)T(
Ks
−1) KrL

′
r
(
Kr
−1)

[ iqd0s
i′qd0r

] (43)

The abc to qd0 transformation does not affect the mechanical equations; therefore,
(35) and (36) remain unchanged. However, the electromagnetic torque is affected by its
electrical part. Consequently, Equation (44) shows the electromagnetic torque in the qd0
reference frame, where LM is the mutual inductance defined in (45).

Te =
3
2

npLM
(
iqsi′dr − idsi

′
qr
)

(44)

LM =
3
2

Lms (45)

Therefore, if the stator voltages and the external load torque τL are known, the me-
chanical angular velocity ωrm, the electromagnetic torque Te, and the stator and rotor
currents are determined. The above implies that the motor currents from (14) and the
current iim from (3) are now known. However, the linkage converter’s current ig has not
yet been determined.

The linkage converter has six switches {Q 7, · · · , Q12} controlled by switching func-
tions {S 7, · · · , S12} ∈ {0, 1}. In this case, the voltages between each branch are vai, vbi, vci,
and their output currents are also the grid currents iag, ibg, icg. The current ig is expressed
in terms of the currents of switches Q7, Q9, and Q11 as:

ig = iQ7 + iQ9 + iQ11 (46)

While the expressions of the phase-to-phase linkage voltages are:

vabi = v8 − v10 (47)
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vbci = v10 − v12 (48)

vcai = v12 − v8 (49)

Tables 4–6 show the behavior of the switch currents and voltages regarding the switch-
ing functions {S 7, · · · , S12} [24]. Based on the tables, Equations (50)–(55) show the switch
behavior as a function of the grid currents and the DC bus voltage.

iQ7 = S7iag (50)

v8 = S7vdc (51)

iQ9 = S9ibg (52)

v10 = S10vdc (53)

iQ11 = S11icg (54)

v12 = S11vdc (55)

Table 4. Switching functions in the first branch of the linkage converter.

S7 S8 iQ7
v8

0 1 0 0
1 0 ias vdc

Table 5. Switching functions in the second branch of the linkage converter.

S9 S10 iQ9
v9

0 1 0 0
1 0 ibs vdc

Table 6. Switching functions in the third branch of the linkage converter.

S11 S12 iQ11
v10

0 1 0 0
1 0 ics vdc

Equations (50), (52) and (54) are now substituted into (46) to express the current ig in
terms of the switching functions and the grid currents.

ig = S7iag + S9ibg + S11icg (56)

The branch voltages of the linkage converter are obtained in (57)–(59) by substituting
Equations (51), (53) and (55) into (37)–(39).

vabi = S7vdc − S9vdc (57)
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vbci = S9vdc − S11vdc (58)

vcai = S11vdc − S7vdc (59)

While the phase voltages are expressed in (60), considering a symmetrical and balanced
power grid configuration. vai

vbi
vci

 =
vdc
3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

 S7
S9
S11

 (60)

In the same way, the dynamics of the grid currents are obtained from Figure 5 and
shown in (61)–(63).

diag

dt
=

1
Lg

(
vai − rgiag − vAN

)
(61)

dibg

dt
=

1
Lg

(
vbi − rgibg − vBN

)
(62)

dicg

dt
=

1
Lg

(
vci − rgicg − vCN

)
(63)
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The development of this section allowed obtaining the mathematical model of the
proposed system in Figure 2. As a summary, Figure 6 shows the interaction between the
model equations where:

• The required inputs are the PV cells current ipv, the duty cycle of the DC/DC boost con-
verter d, the drive switching functions {S 1, S3, S5}, the reference frame rotation speed
ω, the applied load torque τL, the linkage converter switching functions {S7, S9, S11},
the grid angle θg and its voltages vAN , vBN , and vCN ;

• The outputs are the PV cell’s voltage vpv, the inductor’s current iL, the DC bus voltage
vdc, the stator voltages, the stator and rotor currents in the abc and qd0 frameworks,
the electromagnetic torque Te, the mechanical angular velocity ωrm, the electric rotor
position θr, the linkage voltages {vai, vbi, vci}, and the grid currents in the frameworks
abc and qd0.
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The established mathematical model of the system in this section will be validated
through simulations in the Matlab/Simulink environment. However, defining the control
approaches to control the system adequately is necessary.

3. Control Approaches Used in the System
3.1. Maximum Power Point Tracking

PV cells are non-linear energy sources that depend on environmental conditions.
PV cells have a maximum power point (MPP) to maximize solar energy conversion into
electrical energy. The MPP involves maximum energy harvesting; therefore, finding this
point through Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) techniques is essential [26]. This
paper proposes two techniques for this system: the Perturb and Observe (P&O) algorithm
and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach.

3.1.1. The Perturb and Observe Algorithm

The Perturb and Observe algorithm is the most popular MPP technique due to its
easy operation. The operating principle of the P&O algorithm is based on the PV cells’
real-time voltage and current measurement to calculate the power and compare iteratively
with its previous value. Based on this comparison, the converter’s duty cycle is modified to
track the MPP according to the higher power [27,28]. Figure 7 shows the flowchart of the
P&O algorithm for the DC/DC boost converter, where ∆P is the PV cell’s power difference
between the actual sample Ppv[k] and the previous sample Ppv[k − 1], ∆V is the PV cells
voltage difference between Vpv[k] and the previous sample Vpv[k − 1], d is the duty cycle of
the DC/DC boost converter, and ∆D is the perturbation to the duty cycle.
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3.1.2. Particle Swarm Optimization

The objective function for MPPT in Particle Swarm Optimization is a global maximiza-
tion Ppv : R→ R [29,30], such that:

Ppv

(
d*
)
≥ Ppv(d), ∀d ∈ S (64)

where Ppv
(
d*) is the global maximum corresponding to the MPP, d is the average duty cycle

of the power electronic converter associated with the PV system, d* is the global maximizing
duty cycle to obtain the MPP, S is the search space defined as S = {d ∈ R : dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax},
where dmin and dmax are the minimum and maximum duty cycles allowed in the converter.

Figure 8 shows the PSO flowchart with the following considerations:

• Initialization. This stage defines the size of the swarm P, the inertia coefficient ωPSO,
the cognitive acceleration coefficient c1, the social acceleration coefficient c2, the thresh-
old ε for convergence determining, and the sample time ts. The particle positions di
in the initial iteration (k← 0) are assigned with a fixed value within the search space
S from i = [1, · · · , P]. Similarly, first-iteration particle velocities are assigned to zero,
i.e., vi[0]← 0 from i = [1, · · · , P]. The evaluations of the best personal particle values
and the global best value are assigned the worst possible value, i.e., Ppvbest,i

← 0 from
i = [1, · · · , P] and Ppvg_best

← 0 ;

• Evaluation. The objective function Ppv is evaluated from the measurements of ipv and
voltage vpv at the ith particle of the kth iteration, as shown in (65);

Ppv(di[k]) = vpv(di[k])ipv(di[k]) (65)
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• Comparison. The best personal and global values will be the ones with the best
evaluation in the objective function. Equations (66)–(69) show how to calculate the
best individual value of the particle, the best evaluation of the particle, the best overall
collective value, and the best evaluation of the particle, respectively.

dbest,i ←
{

di[k], ifPpv(di[k]) ≥ Ppvbest_i

dbest,i, ifPpv(di[k]) < Ppvbest_i

(66)

Ppvbest_i
←
{

Ppv(di[k]), ifPpv(di[k]) ≥ Ppvbest_i

Ppvbest_i
, ifPpv(di[k]) < Ppvbest_i

(67)

dg_best ←
{

di[k], ifPpv(di[k]) ≥ Ppvg_best

dg_best, ifPpv(di[k]) < Ppvg_best

(68)

Ppvg_best
←
{

Ppv(di[k]), ifPpv(di[k]) ≥ Ppvg_best

Ppvg_best
, ifPpv(di[k]) < Ppvg_best

(69)

• Calculation of the positions and velocities of the particles. Equations (70) and (71)
calculate the new velocities vi[k + 1] and positions di[k + 1] for the next iteration,
respectively. These equations consider the random values r1, r2 ∈ [0, 1] in the i-th par-
ticle. This stage also verifies that the new particle position does not exceed the search
space S.

vi[k + 1] = ωPSOvi[k] + c1r1(dbest,i − di[k]) + c2r2

(
dg_best − di[k]

)
(70)

di[k + 1] = di[k] + vi[k + 1] (71)

• Convergence determining. The convergence determining involves the MPP condition
and the new search condition. MPP condition verified that the power between particles
is less than the threshold ε. If yes, the duty cycle dg_best is the global maximizer d*

to obtain the MPP; otherwise, the optimization process continues. The new search
condition implies that the PV cells are in the MPP. Therefore, it is verified whether
the overall maximizing power Ppv

(
d*) varies due to environmental conditions in each

sampling period ts to start a new search.

3.2. Variable Frequency Drive

Efficient systems are sought to reduce energy consumption. One of the innovations has
been to replace the traditional method of turning on and turning off the motor drive with
better control techniques such as the Variable Frequency Drive (VFD). Figure 9 compares
the traditional on/off technique against the VFD. Figure 9a shows that the motor runs
at nominal velocity or is turned off, depending on the upper and lower limits of the
temperature hysteresis. In Figure 9b, the motor velocity varies between high and low
velocity instead of turning off the air conditioner. According to [31,32], the VFD has become
the recommended choice because there is no excess evaporator capacity when there is a
low load, as happens when the ambient temperature is close to the desired temperature.
Another advantage is that it may provide a soft start, reducing the high initial current peaks
at the motor stars.
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Figure 9. (a) On/off control, and (b) VFD.

Figure 10 shows the control scheme to regulate the velocity of the motor using mainly
the Volt/Hertz control and a Bezier polynomial. The VFD flag changes the reference
velocity between high and low reference values. The change between reference values is
not instantaneous; instead, the 10th-order Bezier polynomial in (72)–(73) smoothly changes
between the reference values to adopt energy-saving measures. The control scheme uses a
PI controller between the reference value ωrm

∗ and the output velocity ωrm. Then, the error
is added to the reference value and transformed from rad/s to Hz to use in the Volt-Hertz
control. The nominal voltage and frequency of the induction motor and the DC bus voltage
feedback are required to generate the motor drive’s modulation indexes and switching
functions [33].

ωrm
∗ =


ωrm,min fort < tini

ωrm,min + (ωrm,max −ωrm,min)PBez(t) for tini < t < t f in
ωrm,max fort > t f in

(72)

PBez(t) = 252Γ5 − 1050Γ6 + 1800Γ7 − 1575Γ8 + 700Γ9 − 126Γ10

Γ = t−tini
t f in−tini

(73)
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3.3. Management of the Power Flow between the DC Bus and the Power Grid

Figure 11 shows the control scheme applied to the linkage converter to control the
power flows between the DC bus and the grid [34]. There are four main stages in the
control scheme:

• The transformation from the abc framework to the qd0 reference frame uses the grid
angle to simplify control tasks. Therefore, a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) obtains the grid
angle for synchronization;
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• The DC voltage regulator controls the DC bus voltage to a desired value through a PI
1 controller. The DC voltage regulator also controls the power flow between the DC
bus and the grid. The result of the PI control is a desired igd current;

• There are two PI current controllers, where igd
∗ controls the active power and igq

∗ the
reactive power. In this case, the reference current igq

∗ is zero because it is not desirable
to supply this type of power to the grid;

• As a result, there is an inverse transformation to convert the average modulation
indexes from qd0 to abc framework.
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4. Results

Figure 12 shows a simplified diagram in the Matlab/Simulink environment to validate
the system’s model of Section 2 using the control approaches of Section 3. A Matlab S-
function contains the code of the mathematical model (see Figure 6) of the proposed system,
comparing its dynamic behavior with the block diagram in Simulink. The figure also shows
the control approaches from Figures 7, 8, 10 and 11. In addition, the disturbances in the
system include variations in irradiance, temperature, and the applied torque in the motor
shaft. It is worth mentioning that the simulation files, Supplementary Material, and data
availability are openly available in the Figshare repository at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9
.figshare.21632261 (accessed on 16 May 2023), reference number [35].

The simulations compare two different induction motors available in the laboratory,
the BHI62S-A model of the Oriental Motors manufacturer and the AMK DV 4-1-4 model of
the AMKmotion manufacturer, where the parameters are given in Table 7. The reference DC
bus voltage vdc

∗ is 400 V according to the induction motor and grid characteristics. The
PV array consists of three series-connected modules, where Table 8 shows the solar panel
characteristics. In addition, Table 9 shows the design parameters of the power electronic
converters. Finally, Tables 10–13 show the parameters of the control approaches, including
the P&O algorithm, the PSO, and the motor drive and linkage converter controllers.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21632261
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21632261
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Table 7. Squirrel-cage induction motor parameters.

Parameter Motor 1 Motor 2

Nominal mechanical power Pnom 200 W 320 W
Nominal rms voltage line-to-line Vs,rmsLL 220 V 220 V

Pole pairs np 2 2
Nominal velocity ωrm,nom 1625 rpm 1700 rpm

Nominal stator frequency fs 60 Hz 60 Hz
Stator resistance rs 11.995 Ω 2.25 Ω
Rotor resistance r′r 15.250 Ω 4.57 Ω
Stator reactance Xls 12.190 Ω 1.88496 Ω
Rotor reactance X′ lr 12.190 Ω 1.88496 Ω

Magnetizing reactance XM 209.740 Ω 13.80918 Ω
Inertia coefficient J 4.6423× 10−4 kg/m2 0.09× 10−3 kg/m2

Friction factor B 0 0
Maximum torque applied τL,max 1.25 N·m 2.00 N·m

Table 8. Solar panel parameters.

Parameter Value

Maximum power point * Pmpp 213.15 W
MPP voltage * vmpp 29.00 V
MPP current * impp 7.35 A

Open-circuit voltage voc 36.30 V
Short-circuit current isc 7.84 A

* Performance under standard test conditions (STC).

Table 9. System design parameters.

Parameter Value

Input capacitor Ci 400 µF
Inductor of the DC/DC boost converter L 0.005 H

Inductor resistance rL 0.1 Ω
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Table 9. Cont.

Parameter Value

DC bus capacitor Cdc 400 µF
Interconnected stages resistance Rdc 2000 Ω

Switching frequency of the DC/DC boost converter fboost 50 kHz
Switching frequency of the linkage converter flk 10 kHz

Switching frequency of the motor drive fim 10 kHz
Grid rms voltage line-to-line vg,rmsLL 220 V

Grid frequency fg 60 Hz
Filter inductor Lg 0.020 H

Filter inductor resistance rg 0.5 Ω

Table 10. P&O parameters.

Parameter Value

Sample time ts,P&O 0.005 s
Perturbation to the duty cycle ∆D 0.005

Table 11. PSO parameters.

Parameter Value

Sample time ts,PSO 0.020 s
Size of the swarm P 4 particles

Threshold ε 0.05
Inertia coefficient ωPSO 0.7298

Cognitive acceleration coefficient c1 1.4962
Social acceleration coefficient c2 1.4962

Initial position of the first particle d1[0] 0.15
Initial position of the second particle d2[0] 0.30
Initial position of the third particle d3[0] 0.45

Initial position of the fourth particle d4[0] 0.60

Table 12. VFD parameters.

Parameter Value

Reference velocity at minimum VFD condition ωrm,min 350 rpm
Reference velocity at maximum VFD condition ωrm,max 1500 rpm

Proportional gain of the PI controller kp,VFD 200
Integral gain of the PI controller ki,VFD 80

Table 13. Linkage converter control parameters.

Parameter Value

Reference DC bus voltage vdc
∗ 400 V

Proportional gain of the PI 1 controller kp1 50
Integral gain of the PI 1 controller ki1 200

Proportional gain of the PI 2 controller kp2 50
Integral gain of the PI 2 controller ki2 200

Proportional gain of the PI 3 controller kp3 50
Integral gain of the PI 3 controller ki3 200
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4.1. Scenario of Simulation 1

The first simulation scenario uses the induction motor number 1 from Table 7 and the
following considering:

• At t = 0 s, the irradiance is Irr = 1000 W/m2; the control signals of the motor drive and
the linkage converter are zero; the average duty cycle of the DC/DC boost converter
is d = 0.4, i.e., it does not operate at MPP; and the PV cells are the only supply source
of the other stages connected to the DC bus. Therefore, the system operates in mode I
from Figure 1;

• At t = 0.75 s, the P&O algorithm is enabled as MPPT;
• At t = 2.00 s, the control signals of the linkage converter are enabled to regulate the

DC bus voltage. As a result, the system changes from operation mode I to operation
mode II because there is surplus energy;

• At t = 3.00 s, the motor starts without load, considering a reference velocity of
350 rpm;

• At t = 5.00 s, the reference velocity value change from 350 rpm to 1500 rpm considering
the Bezier polynomial function with a transition time of 8 s;

• At t = 9.00 s, there is an applied torque of 1.25 N·m in the velocity transition;
• At t = 17.00 s, the irradiance decreases from Irr = 1000 W/m2 to 250 W/m2. As a

result, the system changes from operation mode II to operation mode III because the
grid delivers energy instead of absorbing it.

Figure 13 compares the mathematical model and the block diagram of the variables
related to the PV cells and the DC/DC boost converter. Figure 13a shows the average duty
cycle of the DC/DC boost converter d, which varies with different disturbances to track the
MPP. In addition, the figure shows the oscillations around the steady-state MPP typical of
the P&O algorithm. Figure 13b shows the PV cells current ipv, where its main change is that
it decreases drastically due to the change in irradiance. This figure also shows that ipv has a
higher value enabling the MPPT instead of an arbitrary duty cycle, affecting the power of
the PV cells shown below. Figure 13c shows the PV cells’ voltage vpv. In this case, vpv is a
variable of the mathematical model to compare with the block diagram; hence, Figure 13d
shows the error between the signals, oscillating around zero. Figure 13e compares the
inductor current of the DC/DC boost converter iL between the mathematical model and
the block diagram. As a result, Figure 13f shows the error between the mathematical model
and block diagram for iL, showing an error around zero. The error figures have the largest
amplitude during the irradiance change, mainly because the converter no longer operates
in the continuous conduction mode. It is essential because the mathematical modeling
considered this constraint in Section 2. However, this condition is unsatisfied during the
irradiance change because the inductor current drops to zero at t = 17.00 s.

Figure 14 focuses on the motor drive signals in the same simulation scenario. First,
Figure 14a shows only the modulation index uaim since ubim and ucim are the same but shift
120◦ and 240◦, respectively. Figure 14b shows the mechanical angular velocity of the rotor
in rpm ωrm, which reaches the reference value when the motor starts. Figure 14c shows
the error of ωrm between the mathematical model and block diagram, presenting an error
around zero. Figure 14d,e shows the stator currents in the qd0 reference frame, in which
the mathematical model is also compared with the block diagram. Figure 14f,g compares
the rotor currents reflected in the stator in the qd0 reference frame. Figure 14h–k shows
the errors between the mathematical model and the block diagram of the stator and rotor
currents of the machine, where the errors are almost always zero. Figure 14l,m shows the
stator voltages in the qd0 reference frame, and Figure 14n,o shows the error between the
mathematical model and block diagram. All presented error signals also show the highest
error during irradiance change, where the DC/DC boost converter is not operating in the
continuous conduction mode. Therefore, it is essential to note the integral interrelationship
of the whole model and how all variables are affected.
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between model and block diagram for iqs, (i) error between model and block diagram for ids,
(j) error between model and block diagram for i′qr, (k) error between model and block diagram for i′ds,
(l) stator voltage vqs, (m) stator voltage vds, (n) error between model and block diagram for vqs,
(o) error between model and block diagram for vds.

Another highlight of Figure 14d–g,l,m is the variations in amplitude and frequency
of the signals in the qd0 framework. Firstly, the change in current amplitude results from
the torque change in the motor shaft at t = 9 s. In addition, the current, voltage, and
frequency variations are due to the abc to qd0 transformation using a constant reference
frame rotation speed of ω = 120π (see Figure 12). However, the control approach of the
variable frequency drive varies the amplitude and frequency of the motor power supply,
which differs from the arbitrarily selected constant speed. In this case, the control approach
in Figure 10 does not use the abc to qd0 transformation, but it is shown to highlight that
the qd0 framework can be used in other control approaches to take advantage of it. In this
sense, an example is the transformation of the power grid signals shown below.

Figure 15 focuses on the interconnection between the DC bus and the power grid.
Figure 15a shows the modulation index uag since, as in the motor drive, the signals ubg
and uac are identical but out of phase by 120◦. Figure 15b shows the power grid currents’
behavior in the qd0 framework, highlighting the regulation of igq to zero, and the value
of igd depends on the power on the DC bus. The figure shows that the current igd has a
negative value when the irradiance decreases, as the grid supplies power because the power
from PV cells is insufficient at the change in irradiance. As a result, the system changes
from operating mode II to operating mode III. Figure 15c also shows the power grid current,
but now in the abc framework, comparing the iag current between the mathematical model
and the block diagram. The currents ibg and icg show the same behavior as iag, with the
only difference of the 120◦ displacement. Figure 15d shows the error of iag between the
mathematical model and the block diagram. As in the previous comparisons, the error of
this variable is practically zero, and the most significant error amplitude occurs when not
operating in the continuous conduction mode of the converter. Figure 15e shows the Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the current of the grid iag, mainly affected by the connection
between the DC bus and the power grid, the starting of the induction motor, and the change
of power flow between the DC bus and the grid.
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Figure 16 focuses on the signals related to the DC bus. Figure 16a shows the DC bus
voltage vdc, which has a constant voltage at the beginning by the control signal of the
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DC/DC boost converter in Figure 13a. Its voltage is unregulated and seeks the MPP, and
finally, it is regulated to the desired voltage of 400 V when interconnecting the DC bus and
the power grid. Figure 16b shows the error between the mathematical model and the block
diagram for vdc, where the error has the same behavior as in the previous signals. Finally,
Figure 16c shows the power of the different stages, including the power of the PV cells
Ppv; the power of the other interconnected stages on the DC bus PRdc ; the electrical and
mechanical power of the induction motor Pstator and Pmech, respectively; and the power of
the grid Pgrid. This figure shows that Ppv is much higher when operating at the MPP than
in an arbitrary duty cycle. For instance, the maximum power of PV cells with an irradiance
of 250 W/m2 is higher than using a constant duty cycle, and the irradiance of 1000 W/m2,
highlighting the importance of the MPPT. Figure 16c also shows that the power absorbed by
the grid is the difference in power between Ppv with the PRdc and Pstator loads. In this figure,
the power Pgrid has a positive value when operating in mode II from Figure 1. Furthermore,
Pgrid is negative when the irradiance decreases, implying that the grid is now supplying
the necessary power to satisfy the demand of the loads in operating mode III (except at
t < 2.00 s when operating in mode I because of the scenario considerations).
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4.2. Scenario of Simulation 2

This simulation scenario considers the variable irradiance shown in Figure 17a and
the induction machine number 2 from Table 7. The other considerations are similar to the
previous scenario:

• At t = 0 s, the control signals of the motor drive and the linkage converter are zero,
and the average duty cycle of the DC/DC boost converter is d = 0.4. Therefore, the
system is in operating mode I;

• At t = 0.75 s, the P&O algorithm is enabled as MPPT;
• At t = 2.00 s, the control signals of the linkage converter are enabled to change

operating mode I to operating mode II;
• At t = 3.00 s, the motor starts without load with a reference velocity of 350 rpm;
• At t = 5.00 s, the reference velocity value change from 350 rpm to 1500 rpm;
• At t = 9.00 s, there is an applied torque of 1.5 N·m to the motor shaft. This disturbance

causes the system to change from operating modes II to III.

Figure 17 shows the most relevant signals in the system. Figure 17b,c shows the
average duty cycle of the P&O algorithm to track the MPP of the PV cells. As a result,
Figure 17d shows the behavior of ipv, which varies similarly to the irradiance when the
MPPT is enabled. Figure 17e shows the behavior of the mathematical model and the block
diagram of the vpv, where Figure 17f shows the error between these signals. In this case,
the error is closer to zero than the first simulation scenario since the converter always
operates in continuous conduction mode. Figure 17g shows the current iL, which has a
similar behavior to ipv but with the addition of a ripple. Figure 17h shows the error between
the mathematical model and the block diagram for iL, where the error is practically the
current ripple that the mathematical model averages. Figure 17i shows the DC bus voltage
regulated to a desired value when the DC bus is interconnected to the grid. Figure 17j
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shows the error closest to zero between the mathematical model and the block diagram
for vdc. Figure 17k shows the angular velocity of the induction motor, where the Bezier
polynomial reference value for the machine is reached again. Therefore, the induction
motor operates correctly despite environmental variations such as solar irradiation changes.
In addition, Figure 17l shows the error closest to zero between the mathematical model
and the block diagram for ωrm. Figure 17m,n show that the variables mainly affected by
environmental variations are the grid currents. In this case, the current igd varies as a
function of the DC bus power, which is reflected in the amplitude of the current iag in the
abc framework. Finally, Figure 17o shows the powers of the PV cells, the induction motor,
and the grid. In this figure, the motor is poorly efficient because it is an old motor that has
been worked on in the laboratory, deteriorating its performance. However, the purpose
is to show that the mathematical model applies to different motors and that the results
obtained serve as a basis for the experimental platform for future work.
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Figure 17. (a) Irradiance, (b) average duty cycle of the DC/DC boost converter d, (c) zoom of d,
(d) PV cell’s current ipv, (e) PV cell’s voltage vpv, (f) error between model and block diagram for
vpv, (g) converter inductor current iL, (h) error between model and block diagram for iL, (i) DC bus
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model and block diagram for ωrm, (m) grid currents in the qd0 framework, (n) grid current in the abc
framework iag, (o) powers of the different stages.
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Figure 17 shows that the main variables affected by solar radiation are the currents of
the PV cells, the inductor, and the grid, as well as the powers of the PV cells and the grid.
Figure 17d,g shows that the PV cells and inductor currents are proportional to irradiance.
Similarly, Figure 17o shows that PV energy is proportional to this variable, which is well
known and the reason for choosing geographical areas with a high level of solar radiation.
However, Figure 17k,o shows that the motor is not concerned with irradiance variations,
requiring only enough energy to satisfy the requirements of the compressor. Conversely,
solar radiation affects the current and power of the grid. For example, extra power from
the PV cells is supplied to the grid through the variation of the current igd once the power
demand of the DC bus loads is satisfied, as shown in the operating mode II in Figure 1b.
Therefore, solar irradiation affects the amount of power supplied or required from the grid.
Higher irradiance provides more energy from the PV cells to the grid in operating mode II.
In contrast, it decreases the necessary energy from the grid to satisfy system’s the power
requirements in operating mode III.

4.3. Scenario of Simulation 3

The third simulation scenario focuses on the PSO approach as MPPT. In this case,
induction motor 1 from Table 7 is used, and the irradiance always is Irr = 1000 W/m2. The
other considerations are similar to those of the first simulation scenario:

• At t = 0 s, the control signals of the motor drive and the linkage converter are zero,
the average duty cycle of the DC/DC boost converter is d = 0.4, and the system is in
operating mode I;

• At t = 0.75 s, the PSO is used instead of the P&O algorithm;
• At t = 2.00 s, the control signals of the linkage converter are enabled;
• At t = 3.00 s, the motor starts without load with a reference velocity of 350 rpm;
• At t = 5.00 s, the reference velocity value change from 350 rpm to 1500 rpm;
• At t = 9.00 s, there is an applied torque of 1.25 N·m in the motor shaft.

As a result, Figure 18a shows the duty cycle of the DC/DC boost converter, evaluating
four particles one-by-one to obtain the MPP. Afterward, the duty cycle remains unchanged
until there is a significant change in environmental conditions. Figure 18b,c shows the
DC bus voltage and the error between the mathematical model and block diagram. This
figure shows a much larger error than the previous scenarios because the nature of the PSO
produces abrupt changes in voltages and currents during the search process, causing the
converter not to continue to operate in the continuous conduction mode. Therefore, these
significant errors are also seen in the other error signals. Figure 18d shows the current iL,
and Figure 18e shows the error between the mathematical model and the block diagram
with the abovementioned error behavior. Figure 18f shows the induction motor velocity
with an identical behavior to the other two simulation scenarios. In this case, the desired
velocity is achieved regardless of the approach used to track the MPP. Figure 18g shows the
error between the mathematical model and the block diagram for ωrm, presenting an error
not as noticeable as the previous signals because the PSO search process ended when the
machine started. Figure 18h shows the THD for the current iag, where the TDH is about
1.5% lower than in Figure 15e with the P&O algorithm as the MPPT approach. The above is
because the PSO does not have steady-state oscillations, improving the regulation of the
other variables. Finally, Figure 18i shows the powers of the different stages. The figure
shows changes between operation modes II and III at t = 2.00 s due to the abovementioned
PSO search process. However, the power from the PV cells supplies the air conditioning
compressor motor and the power PRdc , delivering the surplus power to the grid in operation
mode II at a steady state.
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5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper presented the integral mathematical model of the compressor motor of
an air conditioner powered by solar photovoltaic energy combined with the power grid.
The obtained mathematical model was validated in the Matlab/Simulink environment.
Furthermore, the modeling was tested using control approaches for the different tasks,
such as tracking the maximum power point; starting the compressor motor smoothly;
changing the reference velocity of the motor; distributing the power flows between the DC
bus and the power grid. As a result, the dynamics of the variables between the integral
mathematical model and the simulation diagram were very similar when the converter
operates in the continuous conduction mode, which gives more certainty to the work
performed and takes the integral mathematical model as valid.

The following steps in this research involve applying the obtained mathematical model
with other control approaches to improve the system’s performance. In addition, there are
ideas to develop a system prototype to carry out the appropriate experimental tests.

Supplementary Materials: Simulation files and high-resolution figures are openly available in the
Figshare repository at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21632261 (accessed on 16 May 2023),
reference number [35].
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